This month we have a new look for the newsletter, as well as lots of news and announcements.

**JUSP and database usage statistics**

Over the past year the JUSP team has been working to include more COUNTER reports in JUSP. This started with the introduction of book reports (BR1, BR2 & BR3) in February 2016, with additional journal reports (JR2 and JR5) being added in late 2016. Many of you have expressed an interest in seeing JUSP extended even further to include a wider variety of usage statistics. In response to this interest, the JUSP team have just begun work that will result in implementation of a database usage statistics service (DB1, DB2, PR1) later this year. At the same time, we will explore the feasibility of incorporating multimedia reports (MR1) into JUSP. We will provide an update on this work at UKSG in April and via the JUSP newsletter next month.

**Libraries joining JUSP**

As well as new participating publishers, this month we also saw two more institutions join JUSP. Welcome to Plumpton College and Leeds College of Art.

**Additional publisher data**

**Wageningen Academic Publishers - new publisher and data in JUSP**

Wageningen Academic Publishers joined JUSP this month and we now have book and journal reports in JUSP - JR1, JR1a, JR1 GOA, JR2, JR5, BR2 and BR3 - in the system for 10 institutions that have confirmed deals with this publisher. If your site is a subscriber please check to see if you have data – if not, please let us know to the helpdesk: jusp@jisc.ac.uk

**CREDO - joined JUSP**

CREDO Reference also joined JUSP this month and we are hoping to make the reports available shortly.

**ProQuest - JR2 data**

JR2 (turnaway/access denials) data for 2015-2017 are now in JUSP for ProQuest and the JR2 plus gateways report has been updated.
Jisc at the UKSG Annual Conference 2017

JUSP will be featured in a session at UKSG’s Annual Conference on Tuesday 11th April at 13.30pm. Jisc will present its latest initiatives relevant to both libraries and those who serve libraries. The session will include an overview of the programme of activity underway to transform our library support services, the latest JUSP initiatives to improve access to and management of e-resource usage data, Open Access services developments and finally the upcoming Managed Service UK federation IdP offering from Jisc, which is aimed at institutions who wish to explore the outsourcing of the technical aspect of their UK federation participation.

For more information see:

KB+ session at UKSG

Also at the UKSG Conference this year, KB+ are arranging a celebration on Monday 10th April at 17:30 to mark 5 years since the launch of the service. For more information and to register see:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/kb-celebration-at-uksg-tickets-32618154779

If you can’t make it to UKSG and would like to hear more about their developments in the area of ebooks, their latest webinar now available on the user guide pages:
https://www.jisc-collections.ac.uk/KnowledgeBasePlus/Help/User-guides/

COUNTER release 5

Earlier this month Lorraine Estelle, Director of COUNTER, presented the draft and outline differences compared with Release 4. The consultation period is still open and you can provide your feedback at https://www.projectcounter.org/counter-code-practice-release-5-update/

Anyone using JUSP usage profiling?

If you are making use of usage profiling in JUSP and would be interested in taking part in a case study please get in contact with ebase@bcu.ac.uk

JUSP training

Introductory workshops in May

We have now confirmed dates for our introductory workshops:

Manchester on Thursday 4th May
London on Tuesday 23rd May

More details and registration will be provided on the website and through the JUSP libraries mailing list shortly.

Webinar recording - gateways, intermediaries and platforms

Thank you for everyone who attended the webinar this month looking at journal usage data from gateways, intermediaries and platforms in JUSP. For those of you that were unable to attend or missed part of the session, an edited recording of the webinar and the slides are now up on the JUSP website under Events and Training: http://jusp.jisc.ac.uk/events-training.